H. M. S. Richards to Present Spiritual Emphasis Talks

A week of spiritual emphasis at the White Memorial Church will be presented by H. M. S. Richards, Voice of Prophecy speaker, from December 2 to 7. His theme will be “Christ Is Wonderful.”

Meetings are scheduled through December 6 for 7:30 p.m. daily. On December 7 Mr. Richards, who has just returned from a world tour, will speak for the 10:45 a.m. worship service.

Future Trustee Meetings to be at Loma Linda

Future meetings of the Loma Linda University Trustees will be on the Loma Linda campus, according to a resolution adopted by the Trustees at their meeting in Los Angeles last week.

Longstanding practice has been for the Trustees to meet alternately on the Loma Linda and Los Angeles campuses for their monthly meetings. With increased centralization of the University at Loma Linda it seems reasonable that meetings of the governing board should be held on that campus, President Anderson says.

He says that recent construction of new tourist facilities in the Loma Linda area will make it convenient and comfortable for the board to convene here. Robert E. Osborne, secretary to the Trustees, is in charge of arranging accommodations for the members, the President says.

Scheduled meetings in the future are for December 19 and January 26. Both will be in Loma Linda, according to Dr. Anderson.

IN THE REMAINING WEEKS until transfer of White Memorial Hospital and Clinic to the Southern California Conference a five-man interboard of management oversees the affairs of hospital operation. On the management committee are (l-r) Alvin G. Munsey, secretary of the Southern California Conference; Robert G. Manuel, acting hospital administrator; Robert L. Cone, vice president for financial affairs; Erwin J. Remboldt, administrator of the conference’s Glendale Sanitarium and Hospital; and Loma Linda University President Godfrey T. Anderson. — Audiolvisual Service photo.

Trustees Verify 4 Promotions, Confirm Faculty Appointments

Trustees Name Formally Nine Faculty Members

Eight physicians and one dentist were formally appointed to membership on the Loma Linda Sanitarium and Hospital staff by the University Trustees last week.

Appointed to courtesy junior standing in dentistry was William J. Barnett, DDS.

To active senior standing in surgery were appointed Bruce W. Branson, MD; Willard M. Hazel, MD, CHB; and Elsworth W. Wachsmuth, MD.

Roy V. Jutzy, MD, Jack R. Kennedy, MD, and Hsieng-ming Meng, MD, were appointed to active senior standing in medicine, surgery-obstetrics, and pathology respectively.

John W. Klaiber, MD, was given courtesy junior standing in radiology and Donald L. Stilwell, MD, was given courtesy standing in obstetrics.

Memorial Service; Dr. Anderson Speaks

A memorial service for the late President of the United States was conducted in the University Church Monday morning by Dr. Godfrey T. Anderson.

The solemn ceremony in the Loma Linda campus church was attended by scores of students and other personal friends from their routine activities by the canceling of University functions on that day. The service, at 9 a.m. local time, was synchronized with funeral ceremonies for the late President Kennedy in the nation’s capital.

The University president took the action “in respect for our nation’s late President John F. Kennedy and in harmony with the wish expressed today by President Johnson.” He said that Loma Linda University is “as shocked and grieved as any other group of Americans at the terrible tragedy that occurred Friday.”

Because of the higher postal rate charged an advertising medium, the SCOPE will handle only University advertising beginning with the next issue. It is hoped that other advertisers will be able to advertise in the SCOPE until a new source is found.

Dr. Anderson said that the University president’s committee appointed to membership on the Loma Linda Sanitarium and Hospital staff was: Bruce W. Branson, MD; Willard M. Hazel, MD, CHB; and Elsworth W. Wachsmuth, MD, to be part-time visiting professors of medicine; Robert L. Cone, MD, to be part-time visiting professor of surgery; Charles M. Fabian, MD, to be full-time visiting professor of pathology; and Harold Russell Haney, PhD, to be part-time visiting professor of social sciences.

Also appearing with him will be the King’s Herald quartet, Del Delker, contralto, and Brad Braley, organist.

Topics on which Mr. Richards will speak, in order of presentation, are: “The Tears of Jesus,” “Amen! With Me!” “Who Rolled Away the Stone?,” “Christ Is Wonderful.”

The service, at 9 a.m. local time, was synchronized with funeral ceremonies for the late President Kennedy in the nation’s capital.

The University president took the action “in respect for our nation’s late President John F. Kennedy and in harmony with the wish expressed today by President Johnson.” He said that Loma Linda University is “as shocked and grieved as any other group of Americans at the terrible tragedy that occurred Friday.”

IN THE REMAINING WEEKS until transfer of White Memorial Hospital and Clinic to the Southern California Conference a five-man interboard of management oversees the affairs of hospital operation. On the management committee are (l-r) Alvin G. Munsey, secretary of the Southern California Conference; Robert G. Manuel, acting hospital administrator; Robert L. Cone, vice president for financial affairs; Erwin J. Remboldt, administrator of the conference’s Glendale Sanitarium and Hospital; and Loma Linda University President Godfrey T. Anderson. — Audiolvisual Service photo.

19 Named to Faculty Jobs

Loma Linda University Trustees last week confirmed the president’s committee appointment of Daryk R. Kent, EdD, to be director of the Division of General Studies. His appointment became effective immediately.

Three other persons were appointed to faculty positions in the Graduate School, School of Medicine, and White Memorial Library. They are: B. Washburn Miller, PhD, to be a part-time lecturer in speech pathology in the Graduate School; Betty K. Stirling, PhD, to be assistant professor of sociology in the School of Medicine; and Harold Russell Haney, PhD, to be part-time visiting professor of social sciences in the School of Dentistry.

Karl Nishimura, DDS, to be part-time instructor in orthodontics in the School of Dentistry.

William S. Seibly, DDS, to be full-time instructor in pediatrics beginning July 1, 1964.

In the School of Medicine: John A. Goodno, MD, was appointed instructor in neurosurgery; William P. Cott, Jr., MD, instructor in radiology; Bertram H. Eckman, MD, assistant instructor in medicine (thoracic diseases); William K. Kennedy, MD, instructor in surgery (orthopedics); John A. Godno, MD, instructor in pathology and anatomy; Kunio Murata, DDS, MD instructor in otolaryngology; Benjamin Kovitz, MD, clinical professor of psychiatry; and Karl E. Linaweaver, Jr., MD, instructor in pediatrics; Katsumi Munota, MD, assistant visiting professor; R. Danford Quick, MD, assistant clinical professor of medicine; Marvin E. Saudo, MD, instructor in gynecology and obstetrics; and H. Sterling Stone, MD, assistant clinical professor of surgery; and C. E. E. Emsch, MD, was reappointed instructor in medicine, genitourinary section.

Associate Librarian Joyce Maurer, IS-LS, was named acting librarian at the university’s campus White Memorial Library.
Do We Bury Our Talents?

We expect to find an abundance of talent in a university, especially when it is based on Christian principles handed down by the Holy Scriptures and the Testimonies. But there are times when it becomes evident that our talents are being buried in our pursuit of excellence. This is especially true when students become deeply involved in making grades and the teachers are envious in their specialties — and both groups cannot take time to relay in a cordial and prayerful atmosphere.

In speaking of talent, Ellen G. White has pointed to the need of taking time off for other exercises than those of studying, making money, reaching high goals. She has spoken plainly on the point of fusing the intellect with the spiritual.

"No one who is not growing daily in capability and usefulness is fulfilling the purpose of life," Mrs. White says. "We should cultivate every faculty to the highest degree of perfection, that we may do the greatest amount of good of which we are capable." It is obvious from her writings that "every faculty" here includes the mental, physical, and spiritual grades, money and accomplishing that which is considered so great in the world.

We are also reminded that "every soul is surrounded by its own atmosphere ... charged with the life-giving power of faith, courage, and hope and sweet with the fragrance of love.

When each of a high level of philosophy, we do not need to go far in our seeking. We have a wealth of material in the writings of God's holy men and women which is charged on the long, long chain of spiritual thinking. They would advise that we lift our minds, not need to go far in our seeking. We have a wealth of material in the writings of the Holy Scriptures and the Testimonies. Do We Bury Our Talents?

A MEMORIAL SERVICE in honor of the late President John F. Kennedy was conducted for members of the Hill and University churches November 25 in the University Church. Godfrey T. Anderson, Loma Linda University president, presented a memorial address, and Charles W. Toel, University Church pastor, gave the obituary.

A Crime Against the Nation

United States President John F. Kennedy died from an assassin’s bullet in Dallas, Texas, a week ago Friday. His tragic death, occurring in the forty-sixth year of his life and the third year of his presidential administration, is to every American one of the greatest losses of our time.

Loma Linda University shares in that loss. Our students, faculty, employees and alumni join the nation in its memorial tributes to a young American who, in rising to his country’s highest elected office, left an indelible mark upon the pages of history. Not all agreed with the public policies of the slain President, but without exception they mourn his violent and untimely death.

Without our babering the facts may be understood by all the people of the world that the person responsible for the President’s death has perpetrated a heinous and delible mark upon the pages of history. Not all agreed with the public policies of the slain President, but without exception they mourn his violent and untimely death.

One of the strongest anti-communist nations of the world, which, from an anti-communist viewpoint will doubtless reflect the idea that Adventists are our real enemy, SCOPE might do better than to publish anti-Asian, anti-Nhu articles. The ‘SCOPE Anti-Nhu’ Editorial, appearing in an official publication of an institution regarded as the world’s strongest, is not a mistake for it appear.

The world, particularly that part of the world which is more enlightened, is anything but right-wing in its thinking. The world is appearing in an official publication of an institution regarded by its influence, could seriously endanger the church’s quiet influence in such countries. In mission work in such Buddhist countries the piling of the Nhu family from power was, if you’ll pardon a cliché, sorely needed news.

From this, there is one obvious conclusion. When a Seventh-Day Adventist publication can print an editorial in the name of a rigid Roman Catholic family — a family which is considered to be in the line of ‘live and let live’ which is a real threat to the world’s future — then a real evangelist, to say a new day is dawning, or let day break be too blinding.

I enjoy SCOPE but I like my paper more realistic.

Janet E. Sutton
Monterey Park, Calif.

SCAPE Anti-Nhu

Dear Editor:
The world is being threatened with communization and a rigid anti-communist position is not a realistic objective of a Christian university. In a cartoon attacking South Viet Nam as a threat to the nation, SCOPE, by its overthrow representation of the anti-communist position, cannot be anything but right-wing. When the world is being threatened with communization, it is quite justified in its long policy of opposing a rigid anti-communist policy.

With a thousand opportunities to thrust into our christian, our real enemy, SCOPE might do better than to publish anti-Nhu articles. Despite the anti-communist viewpoint of a rigid Roman Catholic family, as the newspaper of a Christian university, SCOPE is not doing its part.

I enjoy SCOPE but I like my paper more realistic.

Harold F. Edwards
San Diego, California

Do Queens ’Rein’?

Dear Editor:
 Aren’t ‘reins’ for horses and ‘rein’ for a queen? Maybe you forgot to put the page headline Nov. 8?: "We like your paper and think it’s wonderful, but it is, as far as we are concerned, an occasional instance of human failibility. We are proud that our daughter is a student at Loma Linda University."

Michael Myers, publicity secretary.

Monterey Park, Calif.

’SCOPE Anti-Nhu’

Dear Editor:
The world is being threatened with communization and a rigid anti-communist position is not a realistic objective of a Christian university. In a cartoon attacking South Viet Nam as a threat to the nation, SCOPE, by its overthrow representation of the anti-communist position, cannot be anything but right-wing. When the world is being threatened with communization, it is quite justified in its long policy of opposing a rigid anti-communist policy.

With a thousand opportunities to thrust into our christian, our real enemy, SCOPE might do better than to publish anti-Nhu articles. Despite the anti-communist viewpoint of a rigid Roman Catholic family, as the newspaper of a Christian university, SCOPE is not doing its part.

I enjoy SCOPE but I like my paper more realistic.

Harold F. Edwards
San Diego, California
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A seminar in nursing team leadership will be taught by Bosie Wat, assistant director of inservice education, next month at the Loma Linda University School of Nursing. The seminar, for team leaders and the hospital staff, will be December 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12 at 2 and 3:30 p.m. It is being conducted in part of the inservice education program in the interest of improved patient care and to improve leadership qualities.

The hospital has about 30 team leaders, all of whom are registered nurses. The team concept is a system of decentralized authority used by most hospitals, according to Miss Wat. Each team leader is responsible for a certain number of clients and usually under her supervision a staff nurse, licensed vocational nurse, and nursing assistant or orderly.

Included among topics to be discussed at the seminar are "What is the Place of the Professional Nurse in Nursing Today?" "Team Members Are People Too!" and "Leadership—What Is It?" Miss Wat will be assisted by supervisors and head nurses.

Dr. Fletcher Tarr
Speaker at LLU Convocation

Speaker for the December 2 convention at Loma Linda University will be W. Fletcher Tarr, PhD, Graduate School professor of speech. He will speak on the subject of "The Mind In Its Own Place" in the University Church at 8 a.m. Dr. Tarr is also professor of speech and chairman of the speech department at La Sierra College.

CLASSIFIED


SEE CLASSIFIED ADS on page 6 for our listings of homes, apartments and other properties for sale or for rent—Loma Linda Realty and Insurance.

ONE OF THE DISCUSSION groups lead by Dr. Varner J. Johns Jr. was faced with the question: What are the social responsibilities of Seventh-Day Adventists? Are we meeting these responsibilities? The student-teacher group arrived at the conclusion, according to John E. Hodgkin, coordinator of the weekend activities and a senior medical student, that there is still a shortage in our meeting these responsibilities, especially when it concerns our community, the government and our neighbors. We should not isolate ourselves so much. —Photo by Elwyn Spaulding.

Dentist Convention to Feature
Top Notch National Speakers

Two men outstanding in their fields will be lecturing at the Loma Linda University School of Dentistry Alumni-Student convention this Sabbath afternoon, when some 100 students, faculty members and others participated in the study of "Rexler Unto Caesar." —Photo by Elwyn Spaulding.

Nursing Team Leadership
To Be Taught at LL Hospital

A seminar in nursing team leadership will be taught by Bosie Wat, assistant director of inservice education, next month at the Loma Linda University School of Nursing. The seminar, for team leaders and the hospital staff, will be December 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12 at 2 and 3:30 p.m. It is being conducted in part of the inservice education program in the interest of improved patient care and to improve leadership qualities.

The hospital has about 30 team leaders, all of whom are registered nurses. The team concept is a system of decentralized authority used by most hospitals, according to Miss Wat. Each team leader is responsible for a certain number of clients and usually under her supervision a staff nurse, licensed vocational nurse, and nursing assistant or orderly.

Included among topics to be discussed at the seminar are "What is the Place of the Professional Nurse in Nursing Today?" "Team Members Are People Too!" and "Leadership—What Is It?" Miss Wat will be assisted by supervisors and head nurses.

Dr. Fletcher Tarr
Speaker at LLU Convocation

Speaker for the December 2 convention at Loma Linda University will be W. Fletcher Tarr, PhD, Graduate School professor of speech. He will speak on the subject of "The Mind In Its Own Place" in the University Church at 8 a.m. Dr. Tarr is also professor of speech and chairman of the speech department at La Sierra College.

CLASSIFIED

بة IPSU! SEE THIE! NEW! Ministrs to LUL: $3,950 down. Ultras-mod, 7 rm., 3 br, fam rm. 2 bath. 1,057 sq ft. Charming kitchen, built-in, gourmet. W/D, 2-car garage, covered center patio, pool area, serene neighborhood, 2604 Tulip Ave., Loma Linda. Call 796-6196, LL, or P 4-2429, L.A.

SEE CLASSIFIED ADS on page 6 for our listings of homes, apartments and other properties for sale or for rent—Loma Linda Realty and Insurance.

ONE OF THE DISCUSSION groups lead by Dr. Varner J. Johns Jr. was faced with the question: What are the social responsibilities of Seventh-Day Adventists? Are we meeting these responsibilities? The student-teacher group arrived at the conclusion, according to John E. Hodgkin, coordinator of the weekend activities and a senior medical student, that there is still a shortage in our meeting these responsibilities, especially when it concerns our community, the government and our neighbors. We should not isolate ourselves so much. —Photo by Elwyn Spaulding.

Dentist Convention to Feature
Top Notch National Speakers

Two men outstanding in their fields will be lecturing at the Loma Linda University School of Dentistry Alumni-Student Convention February 19-20, according to Dean Charles T. Smith, DDS. Lecturing throughout the convention will be Odell Robert Shire, DDS, chief dental officer at Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C. Dr. Shire is an outstanding oral surgeon, internationally known, says Dean Smith.

On Thursday of the convention Russell Haney, PhD, clinical instructor in psychology at the University of Southern California and visiting professor at Loma Linda University, will speak to dental hygiene alumni and students. According to Dean Smith, Dr. Haney is in great demand as speaker in the area of patient communications.

Speakers for Sabbath were...
A biography of Percy T. Mag- 

an, who received his M.D. degree from Loma Linda University, will be published in the spring of 1964 by the Loma Linda Publishing Association. It will be entitled "The Life and Career of CME."

(See the school's name was changed from College of Medical Evangelists to Loma Linda University in 1962.)

"This was the last book," says Dr. Neff. "He was diagnosed with cancer before the University has ever had time to embark on a book."

The book, to contain over 300 pages, will have an introduction by Godfrey T. Anderson, president of the University. Says Dr. Anderson, "Dr. Magan's life and work were an inspiration to students towards a collegiate education, as well as to many others. His message will go far for in-

filling a need which has long been felt in telling the story of Dr. Magan's important role in the work of the Col-

lege of Medical Evangelists in the formative years."

"Dr. Neff is well established as a writer and scholar to author the study of this chap and phys-

ician-administrator who con-

tinued his development not only of CME but also educational activities of the Seventh-Day Adventist church as well."

In addition to his work at CME, Dr. Magan was co-founder of Madison College, Mec-

don, Tennessee, and Emmanuel College, Berrien Springs, Michigan. He was a

pioneer in the effort to obtain accreditation for Seventh-Day Adventist colleges.

Several material for the book included a diary kept by Dr. Magan for 40 years, correspond-

cence with Ellen G. White, eli-

ther personal and administrative letters and memos. He be-

came dean of CME in 1915, and

president in 1918. His retire-

ment came in 1926, his death in 1967.

Dr. Neff worked closely with Dr. Magan on HEALTHY maga-

zine, of which they were editor and medical editor, respective-

ly. The magazine merged with LIPS and HEALTHY magazine in 1947.

Dr. Neff was book editor of the Pacific Press Annual for 21 years, and has be-

en active on the board of the Sigma of the Times.

University Receives $5000 Gift from Heart Association

A $5000 gift to the Los An-

geles County Heart Association has been designated for use in the prevention and research. Announcement of the gift was made by Morey of Westwood Hills, president of Alfred O. Herget Heart Fund. The money will be used for pro-

jects in the community at large.

Research Professor Presents Lecture

His topic was "The Public Image of the Medical Profession," Pettis returned to the University November 20.

Public Image of Medical Profession Discussed by LLU Vis at National Meet

The Public Relations Society of America was addressed at its annual Arrowhead United Fund dinner was Frank L. Pettis, PT Director.

Loma Linda University to Sponsor LLU Annual Event of Medical Auxiliary

"The Seventh Annual Insti-

tute," presented by the Loma Linda University School of Medicine met recently for its annual event of the Medical Auxiliary.

Prospective by LLU Faculty Meets

"The event will be December

7 at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Los Angeles. Past Poinsettia Balls have fi-

anced equipment and scholar-

ships at schools through the American Medical Educational Research Foundation campus programs.

Research Professor Presents Lecture

The third in a series of nine lectures presented by Loma Linda University School of Medicine in conjunction with the San Diego County Medical Association was Frank L. Pettis, PT Director.

More than $35,000 has been allotted to the heart association by the American Medical Association. The money will aid research into the heart disease that afflicts millions of people. The money will be allocated to the kidneys by members of the San Diego chapter of the American Medical Association for the benefit of the American Heart Association.

Principal investigator in the project is Sidney S. Sobol, M.D. who has accepted the suit is returned in satisfac-

tory condition.

Reservations may be made by calling 796-9904, and the suit may be picked up at the west end of the ground floor of the hospital.

Clifton Dreyer Dies at El Monte

Clifton Dreyer, SM’41, of El

Monte, California, died Novem-

ber 1 at the Good Samaritan Medical Center.

Born June 12, 1912, in Ap-

pling, Arizona, he was 51 at the time of his death.

Before attending Loma Lin-

da University, he received a two

year as a captain.

degree in bacteriology from the University of California at Los Angeles. He attended El Monte since 1928, shortly after discharge from the mili-

tary corps where he served for two years as a captain.

Internment was November 6.
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Six Physicians Named by Trustees to WMH Staff

Appointed to White Memorial Hospital staff membership at the Trustee meeting last week were six physicians: Dr. Neff, who was ap-

pointed to the custodial staff in general surgery, Raymond Herger, MD, and Richard V. Johnson, MD, were given active junior standing in internal medicine. Marvin Garland, MD, Wil-

ford M. Haas, MD, and Carleton Wallace, MD, were appointed to active junior mem-

bership in ophthalmology, gen-

eral surgery, and orthopedics, respectively.

Annual Event of Medical Auxiliary to Sponsor LLU

Proceeds from the annual Poinsettia Ball of the Women’s Auxiliary in Los Angeles County Medical Association, District 1, will go to the schools of medicine at Loma Linda University and the University of Southern California.

The event will be December

7 at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Los Angeles. Past Poinsettia Balls have fi-

anced equipment and scholar-

ships at schools through the American Medical Educational Research Foundation campus programs.

Research Professor Presents Lecture

The third in a series of nine lectures presented by the Loma Linda University School of Medicine in conjunction with the San Diego County Medical Association was Frank L. Pettis, PT Director.

More than $35,000 has been allotted to the heart association by the American Medical Association. The money will aid research into the heart disease that afflicts millions of people. The money will be allocated to the kidneys by members of the San Diego chapter of the American Medical Association for the benefit of the American Heart Association.

Principal investigator in the project is Sidney S. Sobol, M.D. who has accepted the suit is returned in satisfac-
tory condition.
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Faculty Members to Participate In Panel on Religion for Children

Two Loma Linda University faculty members will participate on a panel of five which will discuss "How Can We Make Religion More Attractive for Our Children" at a meeting of the home and school association December 10 at Loma Linda University Academy, 7:30 p.m.
Participants will be A. Graham Maxwell, director of the college department of religion; Helen Little, instructor of English at LSC; and Floyd Wood, physician, writer and scientist.

Subjects of discussion are "What do we really mean by the child's religious experience or his developing integrity or the conscience in a human being?" and "What are parents' spiritual responsibility to their children?" "The atmosphere of the home and the development of religion" and "What students have told me about their home religion."

Book Talk

By ALICE E. GREGG

Science and the humanities are longed and fruitful marriage in the life of William Carlos Williams (1883-1967), poet and physician, writer and artist.
Mr. Williams has left us, not even his eyes record us, it gives a measure of both the outer and inner man that can be obtained only piecemeal from his poetry and letters and it gives added insight into the life of "the possessor of few talents" and the "sensitive senses," as John Ciardi wrote in his eulogy.

"What I believe to be the note of the man's whole life will espress itself, even when I tell, as here, the external circumstance." Dr. Williams wrote in the foreword to his AUTOBIOGRAPHY. "All that I have wanted to do was to tell of my life as I went along practising medicine and at the same time recording my daily sensations for... what? As a writer. I have been a physician, and a physician a writer; and as both writer and physician I have served... a more or less uneventful existence, not more than half a mile across when it happen to have been born." Dr. Williams' life ended only in terms of man's ability to touch, feel and hear, whatever he finds himself, and a mile of miles traveled or places visited. Dr. Williams saw great sights, every day and that still recorded them. In THE DIRECTION OF GOALS he says:

"It is difficult to get news into poems yet men die miserably every day for want of what is found there."
Dr. Williams' letters and diaries have been written, but the excellence of the humani- tarian and science in his prose and literary poetry and prose continue to send a freshness in both directions.

Organic Garden Club to Meet

The Loma Linda Organic Garden Club will meet for a Dutch treat supper and a program of pictures at the Loma Linda City Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m. Thursday. The program will include scenes from Carlisle Caverns, Hoover Dam, Grand Canyon, Columbia River Gorge and the Redwood Highway - places the club has visited recently. A color film on New York state will be shown also.

Nurses to Learn Fire Fighting and Fire Prevention

A fire school will be conducted by Lee Canright, fire prevention officer, December 17 and 18 in classroom 4 of the School of Nursing from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The school is part of the in-service education program for nursing personnel at the Loma Linda University and Hospitals, but is open to all employees of the University.

Patient safety and evacuation, home fire prevention and the handling of fire fighting equipment will be taught. The same program will be offered on both days. Anyone interested in attending on either day should contact Besse Wat at Long Beach Extension 412 or 310.

Canright taught a similar class this week to sophomores in the School of Nursing as part of their course on the fundamentals of nursing. In addition they practiced mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on a Rinal DOLL, a special life-like model provided by Michael Hustad, Maywood, California.

THE WHITE MEMORIAL Hospital and Clinic laundry manager, Oren Sutter, displays on his desk in Los Angeles the plaque awarded him by the National Association of Institutional Laundry Managers. He placed second in the laundry manager of the year contest. - Audiovisual Service photo.

University Scuba Divers 'Graduate' At Catalina Island

Scuba diving students from the University swimming pool became full-fledged scuba divers after passing an ocean diving test at Catalina Island recently, according to Lee McGirr, pool manager. In order to qualify for the ocean dive they received 12 hours of class instruction in the pool and a written test.

Instructor for the group was Jim Greer, a Los Angeles County certified underwater scuba diving instructor. He was a member of the 1960 U. S. Olympic diving team which placed third in world competition.
In addition to being employed as a commercial diver at Long Beach, Mariner's Club, Greer also owns and operates a charter boat named the Rancho La Brea and spends Sunday to Friday diving for the YMCA and Scoute Mariane.
McGirr says that he is now accepting enrollments for another scuba diving class, which will begin as soon as ten men have enrolled. All who apply will be required to pass an endurance test given by McGirr prior to being accepted for instruction from Greer.

Lola Sutton, Senior PT Student, Wins Scholarship

A senior in the Loma Linda University School of Physical Therapy, Lola Sutton, was won a scholarship to help complete her training.
One of ten students receiving scholarships, she has completed two years at Pacific Union College, Angwin, California.
The scholarships are awarded by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and are in the nature of a debt of gratitude to the society for its service education program for physical therapists.

LSC Professor Discovers Works Of Mark Twain

A La Sierra College associate professor of English, Lawrence E. Mobley, has unearthed eight previously overlooked works by Mark Twain.

They were discovered as a by-product of Dr. Mobley's search for his master's dissertation, a study of the contributions of Golden Era to California literature. Golden Era was a literary magazine published in San Francisco from 1852-90. All of the eight articles were found in that magazine.

"They will be republished for the first time in a forthcoming article by Dr. Mobley entitled 'Mark Twain and the Golden Era,' to be published in the 1964 first quarter issue of The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America. None of the eight have been included in the so-called complete works of Mark Twain or in the collected works of his works.

Seven of the articles, including short stories and editorials, were published originally in the Territorial Enterprise, a Virginia City, Nevada, newspaper for which Twain worked as a reporter. The remaining article has no previous source listed other than the Golden Era.
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Battle Creek Needs Physicians

Here is an opportunity for Seventeenth Adventist physicians to play a vital role in the redevelopment of a great institution.

• Battle Creek has openings for general practitioners and specialists in eye, ear, nose and throat, internal medicine, radiology and pediatrics.

• Battle Creek Health Center offers immediate staff privileges in a 20 bed hospital division.

• Its hospital enjoys the highest occupancy rate in the city.

• Battle Creek Academy is one of the finest in the States.

• Battle Creek has excellent recreation opportunities - 50 lakes of the finest in the States.

• The school is part of the in-service education program for nursing personnel to be used in overseas schools and hospitals.

• They practiced mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on a simulation of response to a uniform for those in overseas schools and hospitals.

• The old style 'starch and Stripes' garments are Mary C. Montheith, administrative assistant, while Mrs. Albertina Murphy, executive secretary, tells the newer style of dress.

—Staff photo.
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Scuba diving students from the University swimming pool became full-fledged scuba divers after passing an ocean diving test at Catalina Island recently, according to Lee McGirr, pool manager. In order to qualify for the ocean dive they received 12 hours of class instruction in the pool and a written test.

Instructor for the group was Jim Greer, a Los Angeles County certified underwater scuba diving instructor. He was a member of the 1960 U. S. Olympic diving team which placed third in world competition.

In addition to being employed as a commercial diver at Long Beach, Mariner's Club, Greer also owns and operates a charter boat named the Rancho La Brea and spends Sunday to Friday diving for the YMCA and Scoute Mariane.

McGirr says that he is now accepting enrollments for another scuba diving class, which will begin as soon as ten men have enrolled. All who apply will be required to pass an endurance test given by McGirr prior to being accepted for instruction from Greer.
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A senior in the Loma Linda University School of Physical Therapy, Lola Sutton, was won a scholarship to help complete her training.

One of ten students receiving scholarships, she has completed two years at Pacific Union College, Angwin, California.

The scholarships are awarded by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and are in the nature of a debt of gratitude to the society for its service education program for physical therapists.

LSC Professor Discovers Works Of Mark Twain

A La Sierra College associate professor of English, Lawrence E. Mobley, has unearthed eight previously overlooked works by Mark Twain.

They were discovered as a by-product of Dr. Mobley's search for his master's dissertation, a study of the contributions of Golden Era to California literature. Golden Era was a literary magazine published in San Francisco from 1852-90. All of the eight articles were found in that magazine.

"They will be republished for the first time in a forthcoming article by Dr. Mobley entitled 'Mark Twain and the Golden Era,' to be published in the 1964 first quarter issue of The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America. None of the eight have been included in the so-called complete works of Mark Twain or in the collected works of his works.

Seven of the articles, including short stories and editorials, were published originally in the Territorial Enterprise, a Virginia City, Nevada, newspaper for which Twain worked as a reporter. The remaining article has no previous source listed other than the Golden Era.
Thanksgiving Festival of Music
Sadden ed by Death of President

Last week's Thanksgiving day concert in the University Church in Loma Linda was of popular appeal on all counts, especially for the holiday audience. The church welcomed its annual audience of students, faculty, and visitors who came to hear the choirs and soloists perform. Among the highlights were
two choirs during the evening program:
The Santa Fe Choir from the University of Arizona, conducted by Dr. Fredric R. Maxwell, and the University Choir from Loma Linda, conducted by Dr. Jack H. Myers. The audience was treated to a beautiful blend of voices as the choirs performed spiritual and secular pieces. The program also included a reading of scripture, a proclamation of the Word of God, and a benediction by the church leaders.

Special Events Calendar

Friday, November 29
BELL CHURCH — Caltech Students for Peace will present a concert of sacred music: 7:45 p.m. (No MV at this church.)

Saturday, November 30
HILL CHURCH — Mid-week prayer service, R. F. Mattison, speaker for the Voice of Positive Faith*: 10:45 a.m. (Will be telecast on the University Church cable channel in Loma Linda. Call HYatt 4-6195 for information.)

UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Handbell choir concert in the University Church in Loma Linda Organic Garden Club in charge of Sabbath school: 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, December 1
COMMITTEE MEETINGS — School of Medicine alumni executive committee: 11 a.m. (At the Administration Building.)

HILL CHURCH — Mid-week prayer service, R. F. Mattison, speaker for the Voice of Positive Faith*: 10:45 a.m. (Will be telecast on the University Church cable channel in Loma Linda. Call HYatt 4-6195 for information.)

UNIVERSITY CHURCH — Handbell choir concert in the University Church in Loma Linda Organic Garden Club in charge of Sabbath school: 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5
COMMITTEE MEETINGS — School of Nursing faculty committee, LL: 3:45 p.m.

University Adds Research Areas in Griggs Hall

Construction of research areas for graduate students in biology in Griggs Hall is nearing completion in the basement of Griggs Hall.

There will be space for eight graduate biology students, four to seven being allocated to the faculty for the time being. The building for graduate biology students will be completed in 1965.

More than 400 testing centers in colleges and universities have set up standards for screening women for cervical cancer. The school is one of them.

The purpose of the study was to educate women to see their physicians yearly for a physical check-up including a Pap test and a Papanicolaou smear cancer test at the 1962 General Conference session of Seventh-day Adventists.

The study, conducted in the spring of 1960, involved 30,000 women. The results showed that those who received regular check-up were less likely to experience the disease than those who were not screened.

National Teacher Tests Set for '64

PRINCETON, N. J. — College seniors planning to teach school may take the national teacher examination on February 15, 1964. More than 400 testing centers have been set up throughout the nation for the examination administered by the National Teacher Service, a non-profit agency of the American Medical Colleges and churches.

The examinations are designed to test the knowledge of future teachers in their chosen fields. The exams are given in mathematics, science, and English, and are designed to measure the students' readiness for the teaching profession.

Beach Festival Is Fall Bonanza For Tourists

Visitors to Laguna Beach are doing a “double-take” these days in more ways than one. Checking in at a motel, they find that they can stay two days for the price of one or two weeks for the price of one week.

More than that, they are handed a validated coupon card entitling them to free meals at restaurants, free round of golf at the Laguna Beach Country Club, free facilities at the ocean for one of the three major accounts of 10 per cent in stores.

The occasion for this Bonanza is Laguna’s annual Pre-Christmas Shopping Festival sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce. The festival will continue through December 20.

Thousands of California residents take advantage of the low motel rates and retreat from the slogs of the cities to enjoy the fun of Laguna Beach.

LAS ONADAS MOTOR MOTEL

2020 S. Coast Blvd., Laguna Beach
Call HYatt 4-8185
SBA operated.
Perfect
GIFT

For your friends

save $1.55

SALTED NUTS: Almonds, pecans and cashews only
ROASTED, not fried.
Salted to a delightful taste.

-- 2 lb. tin -- $ 3.95
Postpaid Anywhere in U.S.A.

Tommy Clark Confections
3254 Fletcher Drive
Los Angeles, Calif. 90065

FOR INFORMATION CALL
CL 5-7104